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1. Name of Property
historic name

Dougherty Mission House

other names/site number

Dougherty House, The Rushmore House, Rushmore Inn

2. Location
street & number 18459 Mission Road
city or town
state

not for publication

Peninsula Township

Michigan

vicinity

code

MI

county

Grand Traverse

code

055

zip code

49686

3. State/Federal Agency Certification
As the designated authority under the National Historic Preservation Act, as amended,
I hereby certify that this
nomination _ request for determination of eligibility meets the documentation standards for
registering properties in the National Register of Historic Places and meets the procedural and professional requirements
set forth in 36 CFR Part 60.
In my opinion, the property _ meets _ does not meet the National Register Criteria. I recommend that this property
be considered significant at the following level(s) of significance:
national

statewide

local

Signature of certifying official/Title

Date

Michigan State Historic Preservation Office
State or Federal agency/bureau or Tribal Government
In my opinion, the property

meets

does not meet the National Register criteria.

Signature of commenting official

Title

Date

State or Federal agency/bureau or Tribal Government

4. National Park Service Certification
I hereby certify that this property is:
entered in the National Register

determined eligible for the National Register

determined not eligible for the National Register

removed from the National Register

other (explain:)

_________________

Signature of the Keeper

Date of Action
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5. Classification
Ownership of Property

Category of Property

Number of Resources within Property

(Check as many boxes as apply.)

(Check only one box.)

(Do not include previously listed resources in the count.)

private
 public - Local
public - State
public - Federal

 building(s)
district
site
structure

Contributing
3
1
1

(Enter "N/A" if property is not part of a multiple property listing)

buildings
sites
structures
objects

Total

5

object

Name of related multiple property listing

Noncontributing

Number of contributing resources previously
listed in the National Register

N/A

0

6. Function or Use
Historic Functions

Current Functions

(Enter categories from instructions.)

(Enter categories from instructions.)

Domestic/Single Dwelling

Recreation and Cultural/Museum

Domestic/Secondary Structure

Work in Progress

Religion/Church-Related Residence
Domestic/Hotel

7. Description
Architectural Classification

Materials

(Enter categories from instructions.)

(Enter categories from instructions.)

Colonial: Postmedieval English –
New England Colonial
th

Mid-19 Century: Early Gothic Revival

foundation:

Fieldstone

walls:

Weatherboard

roof:

Currently: Asphalt Shingle

other:

Chimney: Brick
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Narrative Description
(Describe the historic and current physical appearance of the property. Explain contributing and noncontributing resources
if necessary. Begin with a summary paragraph that briefly describes the general characteristics of the property, such as
its location, setting, size, and significant features.)
Summary Paragraph
(See Continuation Sheet – Section 7)

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Narrative Description
(See Continuation Sheet – Section 7)
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8. Statement of Significance
Applicable National Register Criteria
(Mark "x" in one or more boxes for the criteria qualifying the property
for National Register listing.)

Grand Traverse, MI
County and State

Areas of Significance
(Enter categories from instructions.)

Exploration/Settlement
×
×

×

A

Property is associated with events that have made a
significant contribution to the broad patterns of our
history.

B

Property is associated with the lives of persons
significant in our past.

C

Property embodies the distinctive characteristics
of a type, period, or method of construction or
represents the work of a master, or possesses high
artistic values, or represents a significant
and distinguishable entity whose components lack
individual distinction.

D

Property has yielded, or is likely to yield, information
important in prehistory or history.

Social History/Religion
Architecture/Engineering

Period of Significance
1842 – 1852, 1861 - 1900

Significant Dates
1842, 1862, 1876

Criteria Considerations
(Mark "x" in all the boxes that apply.)

Property is:
A

Owned by a religious institution or used for religious
purposes.

B

removed from its original location.

C

a birthplace or grave.

D

a cemetery.

E

a reconstructed building, object, or structure.

F

a commemorative property.

G

less than 50 years old or achieving significance
within the past 50 years.

Significant Person
(Complete only if Criterion B is marked above.)

Reverend Peter Dougherty

Cultural Affiliation
Odawa, Euro-American

Architect/Builder
Dougherty, Reverend Peter
Johnston, George - carpenter

Period of Significance (justification)
There are thee significant period of interests. First, from 1842 to 1852, the Mission House was built and occupied by
Reverend Peter Dougherty. The second, from 1861 until 1870, was the time that Solon Rushmore farmed the property.
The third, from 1876 until 1916, was the period it was a resort until the death of William H. Rushmore.
Criteria Considerations (explanation, if necessary)
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________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Narrative Statement of Significance (Provide at least one paragraph for each area of significance.)

(See Continuation Sheet – Section 8)
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Developmental history/additional historic context information (if appropriate)
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9. Major Bibliographical References
Bibliography (Cite the books, articles, and other sources used in preparing this form.)
(See Continuation Sheet – Section 9)

Previous documentation on file (NPS):

Primary location of additional data:

preliminary determination of individual listing (36 CFR 67 has been
requested)
previously listed in the National Register
previously determined eligible by the National Register
designated a National Historic Landmark
recorded by Historic American Buildings Survey #____________
recorded by Historic American Engineering Record # __________
recorded by Historic American Landscape Survey # ___________

State Historic Preservation Office
Other State agency
Federal agency
Local government
University
Other
Name of repository:

Historic Resources Survey Number (if assigned):
10. Geographical Data
Acreage of Property
16.0875 more or less
(Do not include previously listed resource acreage.)

UTM References
(Place additional UTM references on a continuation sheet.)

1

3
Zone

Easting

Northing

Zone

Easting

Northing

2

Zone

Easting

Northing

Zone

Easting

Northing

4

Verbal Boundary Description (Describe the boundaries of the property.)
The following described land, part of fractional lot four of section thirty five (35), Township thirty (30) North, Range ten (10 West,
beginning the quarter post on the west line of said fraction thence East 1089′ to a post, thence South 643.5′ to post, thence west 1089′
to a post on section line, thence North 643.5′ on the section line to the place of the beginning containing sixteen acres and oint zero
eight seven five acres, more or less.
Boundary Justification (Explain why the boundaries were selected.)
11. Form Prepared By
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William L. Cole, Mary Ann Heidemann, and Dennis Caviston

organization Peter Dougherty Society

date October 20, 2010

street & number PO Box 145

telephone (231) 590-4951

city or town Old Mission

state

e-mail

MI

zip code 49673

wjbayview@aol.com

Additional Documentation
Submit the following items with the completed form:
•

Maps: A USGS map (7.5 or 15 minute series) indicating the property's location.
A Sketch map for historic districts and properties having large acreage or numerous resources. Key all
photographs to this map.

•

Continuation Sheets

•

Additional items: (Check with the SHPO or FPO for any additional items.)

Photographs:
Submit clear and descriptive photographs. The size of each image must be 1600x1200 pixels at 300 ppi (pixels per inch)
or larger. Key all photographs to the sketch map.
Name of Property:

Dougherty Mission House

City or Vicinity:

Old Mission

County:

Grand Traverse

Photographer:

Kennard Weaver

Date Photographed:

October 20, 2010

State:

MI

Description of Photograph(s) and number: (See Continuation Sheet – Section 11)

See Attachment 5, Sketch Map. Photographs are keyed on the sketch map by P.1 through P.20
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Paperwork Reduction Act Statement: This information is being collected for applications to the National Register of Historic Places to nominate
properties for listing or determine eligibility for listing, to list properties, and to amend existing listings. Response to this request is required to obtain a
benefit in accordance with the National Historic Preservation Act, as amended (16 U.S.C.460 et seq.).
Estimated Burden Statement: Public reporting burden for this form is estimated to average 18 hours per response including time for reviewing
instructions, gathering and maintaining data, and completing and reviewing the form. Direct comments regarding this burden estimate or any aspect of
this form to the Office of Planning and Performance Management. U.S. Dept. of the Interior, 1849 C. Street, NW, Washington, DC.
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Summary
The Dougherty Mission House is a frame one-and-a-half-story New England-style house located in the village
of Old Mission, which is near the northern tip of the Old Mission Peninsula, approximately eighteen miles
north of Traverse City, Michigan. The house faces east on Mission Road at the front of a sixteen-acre
wooded lot and looks down onto Old Mission Harbor and the East Arm of Grand Traverse Bay. The
Dougherty Mission House has rectangular massing, but with a rear kitchen ell that was likely added in the late
nineteenth century, and a side-gable roof with a centered front gable. There are attached porches at the east,
north and west side of the house, plus an inset open “porch” at the southwest corner of the kitchen ell. The
house has approximately 1,160 SF on the first and second floors each, plus an additional 370 SF at the
kitchen ell, for a total of 2,690 SF of habitable space. Both parts of the building have clear but uninhabitable
attic space. There is a utility fieldstone walled basement under the kitchen ell. The Dougherty Mission
House stands on a low fieldstone foundation. The house is finished in wood clapboarding, with plain corner
and frieze boards and simple board door and window trim. The side-gable roof projects well beyond the side
walls and displays raking cornices without returns. To the west behind the house, there are three
outbuildings: a summer kitchen/storage shed, ice house and an outhouse.
Narrative Description
The foundations of the house and all of its secondary structures are of fieldstone. The Dougherty Mission
House is constructed using a timber frame. In the side-gable original house the timbers are hand-hewn,
ranging in size from approximately six by six to five by eight inches, and connected using wooden pegs that
measure approximately one inch in diameter. The main house and kitchen ell are sided with four-inch
exposure white-painted clapboard. The eaves, fascia and cornice are simple cut boards with minimal
decoration in the form of slight molding at the roofline. The window trim is constructed of flat wood casings
with no ornamentation and the sill and muntins have been painted black.
The facade of the Dougherty Mission House features an irregular fenestration pattern. The three second-floor
windows are symmetrically arranged with the outer windows being the original fixed eight-pane eyebrow
windows, while the center six-over-six sash window is housed in a steeply pitched roof central front gable.
The first story contains four one-over-one sash windows, with the two outermost windows in perfect
alignment with their upstairs counterparts and the front door aligning with the center gabled window. The
innermost window on the south side of the door is also evenly spaced between the door and south window;
however, the inner window to the north of the front door is placed within two feet of the door. Historic
photographs show that the original windows on the first story of the façade were likely to have been twelveover-twelve, like those in the first story in the other facades, and were once fitted with black shutters. The
current front porch has a hip roof and spans the entire width of the façade, wrapping around the southeast
corner of the house and ending between the two windows closest to the front. This porch features black
painted columns of the Tuscan order. It likely dates from around 1895 to 1910. Historic photographs
indicate that the previous porch was a smaller structure covering only the center portion of the facade and
featured decorated porch supports with gothic cresting along the roofline.
The north side elevation of the house features six windows in the main section. The three first-floor windows
are twelve-over-twelve, with the rear window having a board placed over the top sash. The second-floor
windows are twelve-over-eight, and an attic window is two-over-two. The south elevation features the same
fenestration pattern with the exception of the attic light and kitchen ell. The kitchen ell’s northern elevation
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features two two-over-two windows and a bracketed porch with diagonal latticework, hipped roof, highly
detailed brackets and three-paneled red door. There is also a basement access door located next to the porch.
The basement extends only beneath the kitchen ell and has a stone foundation and dirt floor. There is one
chimney that, built of red brick, is located in the center of the house, slightly to the north of the front door.
The wire-cut brick used in its construction suggests that it was a later addition. The roofs of the main house
and summer kitchen are finished in modern gray asphalt shingles; however, historic photographs indicate that
the original roofs were of cedar shingles. The kitchen ell, outhouse, and ice house roofs have been shingled
recently in cedar shingles.
The house’s main floor contains eight rooms, seven in the rectangular front section plus a kitchen in a rear ell
that, it is believed, was added in the late nineteenth century. The central front entry in the east front leads into
a central hall that extends back half the depth of the main part of the house. A broad opening leads into a
living room or parlor to the hall’s south and a door on the north provides access to a bedroom on the north
side. Passing west through the entry hallway leads to the dining room in the center of the back part of the
main section. On the south side of the dining room there is another bedroom that can be entered from either
the living room or the dining room. To the north of the dining room are two smaller rooms, another bedroom
and, in the main section’s northwest corner, a smaller room that was converted to a bathroom. Behind the
hall’s rear wall, an enclosed staircase to the second floor rises from the dining room’s northeast corner,
making a turn two steps up and then running south to emerge in the center of a central hall or common area in
the second story. The second story contains two bedrooms at each gable end and one more, smaller
partitioned-off bedroom space front and back in the center – all six bedrooms accessed directly from the
central hall.
In the interior, all of the joists for the second floor are exposed and visible on the first floor and have been
beaded to create quirk molding on both edges of their bottoms. The first floor features plastered walls painted
in solid colors, whereas the second story’s plastered walls show remnants of wallpaper and paint.
The house’s front hall or foyer contains a fireplace in its northwest corner that is constructed of large,
irregularly shaped, rock-faced cut stone with beaded mortar. According to Nancy Rushmore Hooper, the
fireplace is not an original feature but was likely added in the early 1930’s. Trace markings on the floor in
the broad opening from the hall into the parlor clearly indicate that this opening has been widened.
The kitchen ell appears to have been a later addition to the house since the construction materials are
different from the main part of the house. Specifically, the sections of wood lath that are visible in the
kitchen are uniform in size and shape while the sections of damaged plaster in the rest of the main house
reveal that the lath there was likely hand-split and is of varied widths and thicknesses. Also, the rafters in the
roof of the kitchen ell are made up of logs approximately four inches in diameter that have been sawn
vertically in half and stripped of their bark. The roof boarding is of one and one-quarter by six-inch
dimension. Conversely, the main section of the house has squared hewn timbers for its rafters that measure
approximately four and one-half by three inches and roof boards that are one by twelve inches in section.
The second story of the Dougherty Mission House, covering the entire house except the dining ell, contains
six bedrooms around the perimeter and a central common area at the top of the stairs. The interior rooflines
at the front and rear of the house show exposed hewn timbers and the pegs that adjoin the posts; however,
there are several places where the timbers have been covered by thin sawn boards and wallpapered over to
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create a finished appearance. The center bedroom on the east side of the house features the double-hung sixover-six window that is located in the center front gable of the façade. The window’s six-over-six pattern is
inconsistent with the other windows on the façade, specifically the two eight-pane cornice windows that are
on either side of it. Also, the horizontal front plate of the timber frame has been sawn into two pieces, one on
either side of the window, and the wood finishing around the window is of different sizes and types of boards
than the rest of the room. The six-over-six window and the differences in construction suggest that this front
gable with its window are a later addition to the house, likely dating from the early Rushmore era of the
1860’s.
Directly behind the kitchen ell is a twenty-five by thirty-one foot structure which is a few steps away but
easily accessible through doorways. This structure is divided into two rooms, the section nearer the kitchen
ell originally used as a summer kitchen and the other half as a storage room. Next to, and behind, the summer
kitchen/storage structure are a restored outhouse, a restored icehouse, and the footprint of a no longer
standing barn.
The original detached summer kitchen contains a large in-ground cistern and a connected storage room. The
summer kitchen faces east and the other room west. The room to the west has a wood floor and is unfinished,
while the room facing east has plaster walls, with lath that matches the main house, and a wood floor. Both
rooms have been used only for storage for some time and are relatively undecorated. The kitchen’s structure
matches that of the main house and, according to Dougherty’s writings, the building was constructed within
two years of the main house. Its northern elevation displays a two-over-two window and a board-and-batten
door and two side-hinged garage doors. The building’s north side had an approximately four foot long and
one foot deep indentation near one end that was apparently cut out, and the wall rebuilt further back, to
provide space for an old maple that had grown up close along side. The maple tree was removed in 2008 as it
was in an advanced state of decay. During the summer of 2010, the formerly indented section was restored to
its original form. Restoration of the rest of the structure is continuing. The east elevation contains one door
and no windows, while the south has one boarded window and two board-and-batten doors, one at the
southeast corner and the other near the west wall.
To the west of the summer kitchen/storage structure stands a thirteen by nineteen-foot restored ice house.
Entry to the ice house is from the east and the first section, a 4′ by 13′ vestibule, contains an ice box and a
fruit cellar. Adjacent to the vestibule is a 13′ by 15′ ice storage room which has an entry from the vestibule as
well as one on the west side of the ice house. Currently the interior of the ice house is used to display ice
cutting tools along with pictures and written descriptions of their use. Also there are illustrations and
narratives of the ice house construction and cutting of ice. Furthermore, written memories of the ice house on
this location are displayed.
To the west of the ice house is a restored 1880’s 51 SF three-hole outhouse that is original to the property.
The restoration was completed in 2009 using replacement wood obtained from an 1870’s raised barn on the
Old Mission Peninsula.
The Dougherty Mission House sits on an approximately 16 acre site that slopes gently east to west behind the
house and outbuilding. The house fronts onto Mission Road, sitting back about 130 feet from the paved road.
There are two single-track unpaved drives at the north side of the property, one leading to the house and one
farther north passing the site of a former barn and ending at the western boundary of the property.
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Mature trees are found along the perimeter of the property, especially along the east-west property lines and
covering a more steeply sloped section running north-south through the middle-rear of the property. At the
beginning of the steeply sloped section there are numerous red cedar trees that appear to have been planted.
Meandering through this area is a walking trail created in 2009. The path is covered with wood chips and
highlights some of the majestic trees on the property. In general, the trees on the slope to the west boundary
are a mix of coniferous and deciduous and are original growth. Successional growth covers the area that
would have been cleared during the farming period, including between the house and barn, around the barn
foundation and in the former farm fields and orchards to the west.
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Statement of Significance
The Dougherty Mission House meets national register criterion A under Exploration and Settlement at the
state level for its role as a key – and the only surviving – part of a Presbyterian mission to the area’s Odawa
that was established in 1839, when the Grand Traverse Bay area of northern Michigan contained few white
settlers, and continued in operation here until 1851. The mission was established by the Presbyterian Board
of Foreign Missions in consultation with Henry Rowe Schoolcraft, federal Indian agent at Mackinac,
following the signing of the Treaty of Washington. The Mission House meets criterion B for its direct
associations with the Rev. Peter Dougherty. Sent by the Presbyterians to establish and manage the mission,
the Rev. Dougherty was the pioneer Protestant clergyman in this large area and directed the mission to the
Odawa at Old Mission from 1839 to 1851 and the Odawa and whites at the later mission site at Omena or
“New Mission,” located across the West Arm of Grand Traverse Bay, from 1851 to 1871. The Mission
House also meets criterion A under Recreation at the local level for its role from the early 1870s to 1916 as
one of the first summer hotels or boarding houses on the Old Mission Peninsula and Grand Traverse region,
which became the sites of popular summer resorts. Built in 1842, the Mission House also meets criterion C at
the local level as the first frame house built in the entire Grand Traverse region.
The Reverend Peter Dougherty, a Presbyterian minister and graduate of the Princeton Theological Seminary,
established a mission in 1840 in what is now the village of Old Mission, Michigan, and built a log church and
schoolhouse for his work with the Odawa tribe of Native Americans. Dougherty then built the Mission
House, or manse, in 1842 and lived here for more than a decade teaching and farming as white settlers began
to inhabit the area. In 1852 Peter Dougherty was among the first to plant cherry trees in the Traverse City
area.1 Cherry trees and the cherry farming industry are an iconic part of the region’s history and identity,
having saved it from decline when the lumber industry died out in the late 19th century.
In the early 1850s, Reverend Dougherty and his Native American and white followers chose to purchase land
near what is now Omena in Leelanau County and to relocate to what became the “New Mission,” thereby
forever cementing the previous settlement, village and the peninsula on which they resided as the “Old
Mission.” The house saw another significant period in the region’s history when Solon Rushmore purchased
the homestead in 1861 and began farming. The Rushmore family began using the large house as an inn in
1876 and, along with several other local hotel owners, was pivotal in creating a resort industry on the Old
Mission Peninsula that now has become the strongest and most vital industry in the region.
The Dougherty Mission House is significant under National Register Criterion A, at the state level, as it is a
vital artifact of the communities of Old Mission, the Grand Traverse region, and the state of Michigan as a
whole. The northern expansion of the state of Michigan was made possible by the community that Reverend
Dougherty created. His missionary work with the Native American tribes of Northern Michigan teaches an
important lesson regarding how his enlightened treatment produced a harmonious community of Native
American people and Western European settlers. The property is also significant under Criterion A, at the
local level, for its association with the Rushmore family who occupied the property for one hundred years. In
addition to farming, the Rushmore family operated a seasonal inn, one of the earliest resort properties on the
Peninsula. The Dougherty Mission House is also significant under National Register Criterion C for it is the

1

Laura Fry et al. “Dougherty House: Historic Structure Report” (Eastern Michigan University’s Historic Preservation
Graduate Program, Summer, 2008), 9.
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oldest wood frame house in the Greater Grand Traverse Region. This is supported by an 1882 article written
by M. S. Leach who wrote that the “Mission House was the first framed building constructed in the Greater
Grand Traverse country”.2
Historical Background and Significance
The Grand Traverse region, in the northwest corner of Michigan’s Lower Peninsula, includes Leelanau,
Grand Traverse, and Antrim counties. The major geographic feature of the region is Grand Traverse Bay,
divided into its East and West Arms by what is now known as the Old Mission Peninsula, a strip of land
extending seventeen miles north from Traverse City, at the south end of the bay. Good fishing in the area
made it a favorite location for Native Americans who made the area their home for hundreds of years. Into
the early 1830s, the region remained largely uninhabited by European settlers. According to a map produced
by Peter Dougherty in 1840, a small settlement of “two or three Catholic families” existed near the base of the
Old Mission Peninsula; the other small villages noted appeared to have been Native American camps rather
than European settlements.3 The first permanent European settlement on the Old Mission Peninsula was
established in 1839 by the Reverend Peter Dougherty.
The Treaty of Washington exerted profound influence over relationships between the Indian inhabitants of
the northern Michigan area and the white population of traders and settlers. Under the treaty, Odawa and
Chippewa tribes from the western Lower Peninsula and the eastern Upper Peninsula agreed to sell to the
United States fourteen million acres of their traditional lands in Michigan in exchange for “receiving an
annuity of $30,000 (to be divided among 6500 Indians), ten times that amount to settle their alleged debts to
traders and another $30,000 in thinly disguised bribes for the chiefs” over a twenty-year period.4 For the
same period of time, the United States government pledged to provide the Native Americans $5000 annually
for education and tools for the practical occupations of farming, carpentry, and blacksmithing, as well as
instruction in reading and writing and $3000 for maintenance of the missions. The treaty stipulated several
temporary reservations of land for Indian use, including a reservation on the eighteen-mile long peninsula in
the Grand Traverse Bay.
Signature of the treaty in 1836 resolved land claims sufficiently, at least for the federal government, to clear
the way for the granting of Michigan statehood in 1837 and for opening the former Indian lands for survey,
sale and ultimately to white settlers. The treaty also created a demand for schools, teachers and missions to
the Indians. Shortly after the treaty was ratified, the newly formed Presbyterian Board of Foreign Missions
contacted Indian agent Henry Rowe Schoolcraft to discuss the possibility of setting up a Presbyterian mission
in the vicinity of Mackinac. Schoolcraft himself was an active Presbyterian with religious commitment to
establishing mission schools and churches for the Indian community. With Schoolcraft’s permission, the
board dispatched the Reverend Peter Dougherty in the spring of 1838.
Though of Irish heritage, Peter Dougherty was born in the United States, at Plattekill, New York, on
2

M. L. Leach, A History of the Grand Traverse Region, (Grand Traverse Herald, Traverse City, MI, 1883: Internet Archive
Search: M. L. Leach), 10
3
Helen Hornbeck Tanner. “Mapping of Grand Traverse Indian Country: The Contributions of Peter Dougherty” (Michigan
Historical Review, vol 31, No. 1, spring 2005), 55
4
Virgil J. Vogel. “The Missionary An Acculturation Agent: Peter Dougherty and the Indians of Grand Traverse” (Michigan
History, LI, No. 3, Fall, 1967), 186
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November 15, 1805.5 An unusually well educated individual, Dougherty graduated from the College of New
Jersey in 1834 and from Princeton Theological Seminary in 1837. Princeton’s seminary was the premier
Presbyterian institution in a young nation. Less than a year after his graduation, Dougherty was sent by the
Board of Foreign Missions of the Presbyterian Church to minister to the Indians living in the Straits of
Mackinac area of northern Michigan.
Dougherty arrived at Mackinac Island on July 7, 1838. Upon arrival, Dougherty noted in his diary, “The
whole shore was lined with Indian tents made with poles and mats.”6 The Indian presence on Mackinac was
related not so much to the island’s traditional place as a trading center but to the island’s new status as
distribution center under the Treaty of Washington, signed just two years previously. Indeed, Dougherty
further observed that the community “has less inhabitants than formerly” and had “ceased to be the principal
trading point of the fur company.”7
As primary author of the Treaty of Washington, Schoolcraft had a vested interest in seeing its provisions
were carried out successfully and encouraged Peter Dougherty in his efforts to establish a mission school for
the Indians. He advised Dougherty that Grand Traverse Bay offered the best opportunity for a successful
mission. In July of 1838, Dougherty set off with a small party on a reconnaissance trip by canoe, beginning in
Little Traverse Bay, southwards to Grand Traverse, and then along the Lake Michigan shoreline to what is
now Manistee. Based on that inspection trip and the interest expressed by resident Indians in establishing
schools, he selected Grand Traverse Bay as his mission location. But by the time he traveled to New York to
make arrangements for the necessary supplies and returned to Mackinac, it was too late in the season to begin
his mission. Dougherty spent the winter of 1838-39 at Mackinac, studying the Indian language, preaching,
teaching Indian children at Mackinac, and planning for the coming year.
In the spring of 1839 when the ice melted, Dougherty set out with assistant minister the Rev. John Fleming to
set up mission operations on Grand Traverse Bay, at the present day location of Elk Rapids. Within a few
weeks, they had erected a log house and school building and classes had commenced. Henry Schoolcraft
arrived unexpectedly in mid-June, bringing Isaac George, an Indian blacksmith, for the mission, but suggested
that the blacksmith’s shop be more centrally located on the peninsula now known as Old Mission.
Schoolcraft initially suggested installing mission operations in the Bowers Harbor area on the peninsula’s
west side, but Chief Ahgosa, head of a large forty-family group of Indians interested in securing a school for
their children, urged Dougherty to relocate to Ahgosa’s own village site near the tip of the Old Mission
Peninsula. There, a deep, sheltered harbor made transportation safer and more convenient than at the Elk
Rapids site. Less than two months after establishing an initial base at Elk Rapids, Dougherty and Fleming
built a second log house at a more permanent location adjacent to Ahgosa’s community. But just when a
house and school had been established, word came to John Fleming about the unexpected death of his wife.
Fleming left the Straits region, never to return.
In contemporary correspondence with Walter Lowrie, the New York contact for the Board of Foreign
Missions, Dougherty noted that his first house at Old Mission was built of hewn logs and covered with bark.
The outside dimensions were twenty-five by twenty feet. The school building was smaller, being just

5

Ibid. 187
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7
Ruth Craker, 23.
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eighteen feet square. It too was constructed of logs covered with bark.8 These two structures served the
bachelor missionary’s purpose for the rest of that year and on into 1840. During the winter of 1839-40 the
mission family consisted of four men: Peter Dougherty, Peter Greesley the interpreter, Isaac George the
blacksmith and John Johnston the government farmer. During the summer of 1840, Dougherty returned to the
east coast to marry twenty-one-year old Maria Higgins from Princeton. Maria returned to Michigan with
Dougherty and in September of 1840 they set up housekeeping at the mission site in his log cabin. Also in the
fall of 1840, Andrew Blackbird was hired by John Johnston to serve as apprentice blacksmith for Dougherty’s
mission. He remained five years; later in life he wrote that Dougherty “was indeed a true Christian and good
to the Indians”.9
By 1841, with expanded mission activities and a new baby on the way, Dougherty wrote to the Board of
Missions that a larger mission house was needed. Construction of the new frame home began in 1842 with
assistance from the Indians in Ahgosa’s village. Dougherty’s diary gives very little information about the
house, except a note on June 6, 1842: “Began to raise the roof of the kitchen.”10 During the same year that
Dougherty’s larger mission house was under construction, a new, expanded mission church was being built as
well.
By the fall of 1841, there were five buildings at the mission, aside from wigwams.11 Henry Bradley joined
the community as a teacher and George Johnston had arrived as government carpenter. It is interesting to
note that this little community represented two agencies working together to help the Native Americans: a
blacksmith, a carpenter, and a farmer were employed by the U. S. Government Indian Agency at Mackinac
headed by Henry Schoolcraft while Dougherty and Bradley were sent out by the Presbyterian Board of
Foreign Missions.
The mission settlement continued to grow during the 1840s. By 1851 there were more than forty log
buildings, including homes, stores, workshops and a post office. However, the political situation had changed
in ways that were unfavorable to continued occupancy of the area by the Indian population. These changes
related both to the terms of the Treaty of Washington and to the increasing pressure for land sales and from
the in-migration of white settlers.
Since the treaty was negotiated in 1836, it had been the intent of many Indians to use part of the cash annuity
they received to buy land. Land ownership was a necessary condition to the assimilation and adoption of the
white culture’s agricultural practices. By 1848 Chief Ahgosa’s band had 350 acres under cultivation on the
Mission Peninsula. However, as part of the Indian Reservation established by the treaty, this land was not
available for purchase. In 1850 land on the west side of the bay around today’s Omena was made available
for sale. Only citizens could purchase land. Then in 1850, Michigan’s Constitution was revised to grant state
citizenship to any Indian who was not a member of a tribe. Many of Ahgosa’s band became citizens under
these terms, in order to purchase land. When the land was acquired, they relocated to their holdings across
the bay on the Leelanau Peninsula. With most of his parishioners moving west across the bay, Dougherty
8

Peter Dougherty. “Peter Dougherty Papers, 1838-1870” (Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia), Notes taken by Dr.
Mary Ann Heidemann from microfilm copies available at the Bentley Historical Library, Ann Arbor, MI.
9
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followed them as well, establishing his “New Mission” at Omena in 1851. The old site soon acquired the
formal name of “Old Mission.”
Peter Dougherty and his family remained at the “New Mission” at Omena for twenty years. The simple
wooden Greek Revival chapel built for Dougherty’s new mission in 1858 survives as the Omena Presbyterian
Church. In 1871 Dougherty sold the property at Omena and moved to Somers, Wisconsin, where Dougherty
served as pastor of the Pike Grove Presbyterian Church. The Rev. Peter Dougherty died on February 15,
1894.
Although most sources agree that Peter Dougherty moved the Presbyterian Mission and his family to Omena
in 1852, it is less clear when he sold the old mission property, who bought it, and what happened to the
property in the interim. The deed for the sale of the homestead and farm to Solon Rushmore is dated 1861
and recorded in official record in Cheboygan, Michigan. Thus, the fate of the property between Dougherty’s
move to Omena and its purchase by Solon Rushmore is unclear.
Solon Rushmore was a native of New York State who by 1860 had been living in Sauk County, Wisconsin,
for at least twenty years. He and his wife, Catherine, had three children: Wilson, sixteen; Coleman, eleven
(who would die in 1863), and Mary Ella, eight.12 The Solon Rushmore family took over the Dougherty
homestead and farm in the 1860s and began farming. Most sources agree that the Rushmore family “enlarged
and improved” the house, but it is not clear if this occurred during the Solon Rushmore occupancy or in the
1870s when the house was turned into an inn. The improvements during these early years of the Rushmore
ownership included the addition of the gabled dormer on the east (front) façade and the Italianate style front
(east) porch and the north porch off the current kitchen wing.
Solon Rushmore certainly became a well-respected member of the community in a relatively short time and
was interested in developing the commercial agriculture of the Peninsula. A news item from January 19,
1868 (reprinted in the Traverse City Record Eagle on January 13, 1968) noted that
Mr. S. Rushmore, one of our most substantial citizens, informs us that he, last fall,
sent some forty specimens of Grand Traverse apples abroad to the Wisconsin state
fair, where they attracted much attention. The time will come, he has stated, when
ship loads of apples, peaches, and other fruits of this bountiful region will be sent to
Wisconsin and many other states, unfortunately situated too near the North Pole to
produce anything so delicious.

Despite this optimism, Solon Rushmore farmed the Old Mission farm for less than ten years.
On August 28 of 1870, Solon Rushmore died. He was buried in the Ogdensburg Cemetery
on Old Mission. The property was then sold to his cousin Duranty Rushmore.
Duranty Rushmore married Eliza Ann Culver in 1838 and they had at least four children,
including William Henry, born December 7, 1842, in Palmyra, New York. Eliza had died in
1845 and in 1850 Duranty had married Catherine Vosburg. Duranty and his family
continued to live in western New York State throughout most of the 1860s, but by the early
1870s they were living in Onondaga, Ingham County, Michigan.
12

1860 Federal Census, Sauk County, Wisconsin.
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Although the Duranty Rushmore family continued to farm the property, it was not long after
they purchased the property that they took advantage of the fledgling resort market on the
Peninsula which had its beginnings in the late 1860s. Ships carrying visitors to the area
could use the harbor at Old Mission. The harbor was deep and sheltered, making it a
popular location for schooners and ships to drop off passengers. Later visitors from Detroit
and Chicago also arrived by train when the railroad reached Traverse City in 1872.
An early reference to the Rushmore house being used as an inn came in 1876 when Joseph
Tompkins summered at the “Rushmore House”.13 In the early years, the Rushmore House
catered to steamship vessel passengers who could watch the ships in the bay from the front
porch of the house. By 1881 the Rushmore house was one of four hotels listed at Old
Mission.14
Duranty Rushmore’s son, William H., had not come to Old Mission with his family when
they first settled on the Rushmore farm. Born in New York, William had traveled
extensively throughout the United States and had lived at various times in California,
Nevada, and Oregon. William was married during this period but his wife died before he
came to Old Mission in 1885 at the age of forty-three.15 In 1890 he married twenty-eightyear old Minnie Lane when he would have been forty-eight years old. Two years later, in
1892, their only child, Maurice Lane Rushmore, was born. Two years after that, on October
12, 1894, Duranty Rushmore died, and the farm and resort at Old Mission passed to
William. William’s mother Catherine likely remained living in the house until her own
death in 1900, at age eighty-five.
William and Minnie Rushmore, along with their son Maurice, continued to farm the
property and run the hotel into the early years of the twentieth century. The 1910 census
lists William’s occupation as farmer, but Minnie as the “landlady” of the “boarding
house.”.16 It was probably during William’s ownership of the property (1894-1916) that the
large wraparound porch replaced the earlier, smaller, Italianate style porch on the east
elevation. During the period of time between 1870 and 1916, the designations “Rushmore
House” and “Old Mission House” were both used.
William H. Rushmore died at the age of seventy-four in 1916. His death certificate
identified him as a resort proprietor. He was buried at Old Mission. With William’s death,
it appears that the era of full time farming and summer resort hotel both ended. Maurice
Rushmore, then twenty-four, had become a chemist and either at the time of his father’s
death, or very soon afterward, was living in Rahway, New Jersey, where he eventually
worked as a chemist for Merck.

13

Elizabeth V. Potter. The Story of Old Mission, (Edwards Brothers, Inc., Ann Arbor, MI, 1956), 116.
Ibid, 73.
15
Elvin L. Sprague, Sprague’s History of Grand Traverse and Leelanau Counties, Michigan, Embracing a Concise Review of
Their Early Settlement (B. F. Bowen, Indianapolis, IN, 1903), 770-771.
16
1910 Federal Census, Peninsula Township, Grand Traverse County, Michigan.
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There is little evidence indicating if the house continued to be operated as a hotel for paying
guests, but it certainly seems clear that it was no longer a full time residence for Minnie
Rushmore. The 1920 census lists Minnie as living in Grand Rapids, Michigan, with her
uncle, William Gerber, who was a chaplain at the state Soldiers’ Home, and in 1930 she was
boarding with an unrelated family in Monroe, Michigan. She returned to the house in the
spring every year to ready it for the summer, although the only visitors listed are her son and
his family.
Maurice Rushmore continued to live in New Jersey with his wife, Mildred, their son, Lane,
and their daughters, Maureen and Nancy. Through the 1940s and 1950s, Minnie spent her
summers at the Rushmore house on Old Mission, frequently joined by Maurice and his
family.
The Dougherty Mission House remained in the Rushmore family until 1961 when it was
purchased by Virginia Larson, who planned to turn the house into a museum. Following
Virginia Larson’s death in 2004, her sons began working with the Grand Traverse Regional
Conservancy, Peninsula Township and several members of the Old Mission Peninsula
Historical Society to preserve the sixteen-acre homestead. The Dougherty Mission House
and sixteen acres were purchased by Peninsula Township in 2006 and a conservation
agreement made with the Michigan Historical Preservation Network. The property is now in
the process of being restored by the Peter Dougherty Society, a 501(c)(3) organization,
whose goal is to create a historical, educational and cultural center to inform visitors about
Reverend Peter Dougherty’s accomplishments as well as the early farming and tourism era
in the Greater Traverse Region.

Architecture
In 1882 M. S. Leach described the Mission House as the “first frame building erected in the
Grand Traverse country.” While this assertion may be hard to prove definitively today, the
house was built at a time, 1842, and in a part of Michigan that then had virtually no white
settlers or settlements. There seems to be no reason to doubt the statement’s truth. Leach
noted that by his time (i.e. the early 1880s) the house had been “enlarged and improved.” 28
The house fits into the broad category of a one-and-a-half cottage or, as Noble identifies the
type, “one-and-a-half New England cottage,” a predominantly nineteenth-century outgrowth
of the New England cultural hearth’s double-pile side-gable center-entrance cottages (see
Noble, 104-06). But with its unusual depth that makes the footprint almost square and its
proliferation of rooms around a large, square front hall, the Dougherty Mission House is far
from the typical examples that Noble illustrates.
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Dougherty Mission House
Old Mission
Grand Traverse County
MI
Kennard Weaver
October 18, 2010 and October 28, 2010
PO Box 145, Old Mission, MI 49673
20

Photo #1
East elevation, main house, camera facing west from Mission Road

Photo #2
East elevation, main house, camera facing west halfway between Mission Road and the main house

Photo #3
Close-up of north wall, main house and kitchen ell, camera facing southeast

Photo #4
West elevation, main house, camera facing northeast

Photo #5
Close up of west wall elevation, main house, camera facing east

Photo #6
South elevation, main house, camera facing north

Photo # 7
North elevation, summer kitchen/storage structure, camera facing south

Photo #8
South elevation, summer kitchen/storage shed, camera facing north

Photo #9
East elevation of ice house, camera facing west
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Photo #10
East elevation, close-up of ice house, camera facing west

Photo #11
West elevation, ice house, camera facing east

Photo #12
East elevation, outhouse, camera facing west

Photo #13
East elevation, close-up of outhouse, camera facing west

Photo #14
South portion of U-shaped driveway, camera facing west

Photo #15
North portion of U-shaped driveway, camera facing west

Photo #16
Connecting portion of U-shaped driveway, camera facing south

Photo #17
Extension of north driveway to western boundary of property, camera facing west

Photo #18
Center of property showing the north-south ridge line, camera facing southwest

Photo #19
East entrance of one-half mile interpretive trail, camera facing south

Photo #20
Main house and outbuildings viewed from interpretative trail, camera facing east

